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the development tools experts

Create blazing fast rich Java clients.
Tap into the ultra high performance Eclipse graphical user interface libraries and ensure a 
native look and feel.

Build rich Java client applications faster.
Focus on creating business specific functionality rather than reinventing the low-level logic 
required for applications to run.

Deliver a more consistent user experience.
Tame the most demanding user interface requirements and reliably deliver a rich and 
consistent user experience across all applications.

Fully exploit the Eclipse Rich Client Platform.
“The Eclipse Rich Client Platform is the leading framework for creating Java client 
applications. RCP Developer is the first product to bring comprehensive application 
construction, GUI testing and packaging of rich-client applications to Eclipse RCP.”

—Mike Milinkovich, executive director of the Eclipse foundation

rCP developer™

Instantiations RCP Developer harnesses the power of the Eclipse Rich Client Platform. Quickly 
create native desktop applications that are rich, cross-platform, and high-performance. The vast 
expertise of the Eclipse developer community and the experience of Instantiations lets you...

Download a risk-free  
trial copy:

www.instantiations.com/rcpdeveloper

Java on the desktop is back!

Design. Quickly create 
views, editors, perspectives, 
and preference pages for your 
applications. Intuitive visual 
design and access to the 
high performance SWT GUI 
framework of Eclipse RCP.

Test. Automatically test the 
GUIs that comprise Eclipse RCP 
applications. Minimize the need 
to hand-code GUI test cases. 
Automated recording, test 
generation, assertion coding 
and playback facilities.

Deploy. Streamline build 
and deployment for Eclipse 
RCP applications. Assemble 
application elements into a 
single package. Quickly create 
and maintain high-quality 
Eclipse RCP installations.
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